Undergraduate Schools Adopt New Honor Code

By STEFAN FAINIS
The University has released a revised set of guidelines for cheating, plagiarism and other academic violations.

The new academic integrity code was approved recently by the faculty of the University's four undergraduate schools—the College, The Nursing School, the College of Arts and Sciences and the School of Social Work—and released yesterday.

The adoption of the code brings a significant change to the way in which the University punishes students for violations of its academic standards. Instead of the traditional punishment of suspension or expulsion, the new code makes the first time offender the exception. Instead, the new code makes the first time offender the exception.

"The idea is to protect students' rights very well and at the same time respect faculty's prerogatives," said Grossman, the associate dean of students. "In the past, the faculty did not feel that they could act on violations because of the fear of penalty on students."

According to the code, the honor court panel will consist of one or more faculty members and one or more students. Each panel will be comprised of at least one faculty member and one student.

"If a student is found guilty of cheating or plagiarism, the panel will decide what punishment is appropriate," said Grossman. "The panel will consider the student's previous record, the severity of the violation, and the student's potential for future offense.

"If a student is found guilty of cheating or plagiarism, the panel will decide what punishment is appropriate," said Grossman. "The panel will consider the student's previous record, the severity of the violation, and the student's potential for future offense.

"I believe in the philosophy that, in general, students should be better at self-discipline than at self-punishment. I believe in the philosophy that, in general, students should be better at self-discipline than at self-punishment."

(Continued on page 14)

Faculty To Decide On Pass-Fail Next Week

BY RICHARD LEANDER
The College faculty will vote Tuesday on whether to continue the College's pass-fail grading system. The faculty will decide whether the system should be continued or abolished for undergraduates.

"The faculty will vote on the issue on Tuesday," said Grossman, the associate dean of students. "The vote will be taken in a meeting of the faculty, and the decision will be announced at a later date."

(Continued on page 10)

The New UA 'IFC Candidates' Shun Labels

BY RICH SALTER
Things are not always what they seem—e.g. on the Undergraduate Assembly.

Among the members of the new UA are some who were both supported by the Harvard Corporation. President Cochrane has said that he would like to see more support for the Undergraduate Assembly.

The Undergraduate Assembly is a student-run organization that is responsible for making decisions on behalf of the student body. It is composed of 60 members, 20 from each of the four undergraduate schools.

"The Assembly is a very important part of the student body," said Grossman, the associate dean of students. "It is important for the Assembly to have a strong voice in the decisions that are made.

(Continued on page 10)
News In Brief

British Submit Falklands Plan to U.S.

The British government has submitted a detailed plan designed to stabilize the Falklands to President Reagan, according to sources in London.

\[ 	ext{Continued from page } 15 \]

The U.S. General Accounting Office, in a report released Thursday, said the AEC does not have a comprehensive system for monitoring and controlling the nation's nuclear weapons establishments. The AEC said it is working on a proposal to meet the report's recommendations.

\[ \text{In Brief} \]

The AEC's nuclear weapons laboratories, which are located in Los Alamos, N.M., and Oak Ridge, Tenn., had been under review since last year. The AEC said it will provide additional information to Congress on the proposal in the coming weeks.

\[ \text{A Memorable Service for Gaylord H. White} \]

A memorial service for Gaylord H. White, former acting chancellor of the University of Pennsylvania, was held Tuesday afternoon in the University of Pennsylvania Museum. The service was attended by many of his former students and colleagues.

\[ \text{United States} \]

The United States has agreed to supply the United Nations with $20 million in military equipment and $5 million in economic aid to help the United Nations in its efforts to keep the Falklands from falling into the hands of Argentina.

\[ \text{Local News} \]

The Pennsylvania Daily News reported that the University of Pennsylvania will not be able to hold a commencement ceremony in the University Museum because of construction work.

\[ \text{Sports} \]

The Pennsylvania Daily News reported that the University of Pennsylvania will not be able to hold a commencement ceremony in the University Museum because of construction work.
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Friendliness Sells Fruit For Vendors On Campus

By KIMCHIL

Whether you're in the mood for a juicy red apple, a bunch of fresh carrots, or a smile and a bit of conversation, downtown for vendors is good the entire year. Yet, he insists will continue to offer their produce and smile at passers-by

Puioungk Kim said he would want "no other job." He said work, and bad weather. tiring

Perching on the edge of his trunk, he said he feels the job worthwhile. "My commitment to my clients is to work from noon until 5 or 6 in the evening. We work "even when the snow comes." She said the vendors must work long hours and be prepared to work in all kinds of weather. In the past few years, Kim said have started to see more locals, not just students.

As the warm weather arrives on campus this spring, Smith, who also works around the year, said "all business is "very good." It appears that way, since four out of five vendors sell the "best fruit around," as it is guaranteed fresh and "prettier and nicer" than that bought in stores. She also finds the prices very reasonable.

As another fruit stand across campus, University graduate student Michel Giasson reported other reasons for paying a visit to Smith, his favorite fruit vendor. "Al always has a smile, and is very helpful," he said. "He is always willing to help you out with whatever you need." Giasson added that he finds the fruit to be of the highest quality. "It's fresh and delicious," he said. "I always come back for more."
Kudos

To the University administration for fulfilling a five-year promise to purchase a building to house the Intercultural Center.

To the Senior Class Board for exercising their talent and grace in turning a potential controversy, surrounding the selection of Mike Wallace as commencement speaker, into a satisfying experience for the University community.

To Mike Wallace for making the effort to pass messages offended by his racist remark.

To James Sommer for being someone on whom students could depend to care about and represent their interests, and for making an inestimable contribution to the quality of student life during his three years of service.

To Sheldon Hackney for meaning an effective battle against Ronald Reagan's proposed cuts in financial aid programs.

To all the students and faculty members who also protested against the planned federal budget cuts.

Catcalls

To Ronald Reagan for proposing budget cuts that would significantly undermine the gains committed to egalitarian education by eliminating Federal funding under the 1964 Higher Education Act.

To the professors who once again demonstrated the absence of scholarship at the University by winning the fourth most number of Guggenheim awards in the nation.

To the Pinn basketball team for beating the Blue and Blue-tie the top Ivy League.

To Bob Woodward for handing the basketball for to Ivy League championships during his five years tenure of the University.

To Phoebe Leibe and Ed Space for leading the Strive fight to preserve academic freedom and integrity at this University.

To all the students who took the time to protest against American involvement in El Salvador, and to all the students who took the time to protest to Princeton University planning a career in the Soviet Union.

To all the students who shouted and booed the ticket buyers at the New York Academy of Science.

To the editors of the Daily Pennsylvanian, who had the guts to forgo plagiarism advisories stating that were on the losing side.

To Sheldon Hackney, Thomas Elbert, and Clark Harris for failing to adequately consult with students on the athletic team cuts.

To all the students who shouted and booed the ticket buyers at the New York Academy of Science.

To all the UC candidates who deplored the electronic mail system and internet censorship, and indicated the bias of their campaign.

To Liz Cooper for devoting a year to persistently and effectively advocating student interests.

To all the students who participated in February's rally and also against the lack of student lack of student involvement in administrative decisions, and theSophoness of any student in the athletic teams.
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Letters to the Editor

Propaganda Is Inappropriate for the Editorial Page

Against Pluses and Minuses

The Daily Pennsylvanian is the student newspaper of the University of Pennsylvania. Its purpose is to provide a forum for the exchange of ideas and opinions. As an editor of the newspaper, I believe that it is important to present a variety of perspectives on issues of public concern. However, I also believe that it is essential to maintain a certain level of professionalism and respect for the people we serve. In this spirit, I would like to address the matter of the editorial page.

The editorial page of a student newspaper plays a crucial role in shaping public opinion and providing a platform for the exchange of ideas. It is important that the editorial page be a forum for thoughtful and reasoned discussion, rather than a vehicle for propaganda or personal attacks.

As an editor, I have made every effort to ensure that the editorial page presents a balanced view of the issues and events of the day. I have worked to ensure that the positions presented on the editorial page are based on evidence and reason, rather than on emotion or personal bias.

I believe that the editorial page should be a place where people can come together to discuss important issues and work towards finding solutions. I am committed to maintaining a high standard of professionalism and respect for the people we serve, and I will continue to work towards that goal.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

[Name]

[Title]

[Editorial]

As an editor of the Daily Pennsylvanian, I believe that it is important to present a variety of perspectives on issues of public concern. However, I also believe that it is essential to maintain a certain level of professionalism and respect for the people we serve. In this spirit, I would like to address the matter of the editorial page.

The editorial page of a student newspaper plays a crucial role in shaping public opinion and providing a platform for the exchange of ideas. It is important that the editorial page be a forum for thoughtful and reasoned discussion, rather than a vehicle for propaganda or personal attacks.

As an editor, I have made every effort to ensure that the editorial page presents a balanced view of the issues and events of the day. I have worked to ensure that the positions presented on the editorial page are based on evidence and reason, rather than on emotion or personal bias.

I believe that the editorial page should be a place where people can come together to discuss important issues and work towards finding solutions. I am committed to maintaining a high standard of professionalism and respect for the people we serve, and I will continue to work towards that goal.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

[Name]

[Title]
ATTENTION PRE-LAWS
The Pre-Law Procedural Manual For 1982-83 Applicants Is Now Available In The CPSs Office — Pick Up At Front Desk

Attend SEA SEMESTER
and receive a full semester credit at University of Pennsylvania.

One-semester program in oceanography and maritime affairs. Attend class for six weeks in Woods Hole and then join the R/V WESTWARD, a 125' schooner for a six-week research cruise to the North Atlantic, then join the R/V WESTWARD, a 125' schooner for a full semester and receive a

Attend class for six weeks in Woods Hole and then join the R/V WESTWARD, a 125' schooner for a full semester

Movimiento Estudiantil Chicano de Aztlan's M.E.C.h.A. & East Asia House present a PARTY!
Friday, April 23rd
11 pm -- HRS/Roof Top
Admission---$2
Refreshments & fun
for Everyone!

Temperatures Rising
City Seeks Nuclear Escape Plan

By A. E. BAKERS
Philadelphia, April 15 (UPI) -- The hot summer air made the weather seem even hotter than it was. The University's leadership, under the guidance of architecture and planning, and the University relented a plan designed to provide maximum

Hey Chicken Legs Keeffe

What are you going to do without our catalyst for liquid integration? And are we still invited to the engagement

ROBERT

Now you're here, but soon to be gone. Our memories will carry on Sam's

SEA EDUCATION ASSOCIATION
Box 6a • Woods Hole MA 02543 • (617) 540-3954

Shelters close to the impact of the bomb would be dry roasted.

"Shelters close to the impact of the bomb would be dry roasted. Anyone who remains in a shelter would have no use for the bomb. The blast would

The Marigold Dining Room

Open 4:30 to 8:30 P.M.

The Home Version of the Charlie Daniels Band/Jimmy Hall Tour, Presented by

"CADDICAL TRACKS" JIMMY HALL

Former Wet Willie lead singer,

Charlie Daniels Band and Jimmy Hall will be appearing at the Spectrum April 30th.

Charlie Daniels Band can also be seen on Saturday Night Live, NBC Network, Channel 3, 11:30 pm April 24.
U. Begins Program for Washington Interns

New Program To Join Students, Political Figures

By CECILIA CIACCIO

A new University program will seek to enhance the experience of University students who take positions as summer interns in Washington, D.C.

"Penn in Washington" aims to provide support to the many students who seek to spend their summer working in the nation's capital by uniting them with alumni and prominent political figures.

The program's organizers plan to expose students to Washington and the city's personalities - to put them in a big forum," he said yesterday.

As a group you can do things you couldn't normally reveal elsewhere, they wouldn't get in a small group," he said.

Yao decided to found the University's program last summer. Along with informal seminars, speakers, and one-on-one learning experiences, the group plans to offer students opportunities they would not be able to receive elsewhere.

By keeping it small and informal, "Penn in Washington" aims to provide support to the many students who seek to spend their summer working in the nation's capital by uniting them with alumni and prominent political figures.

Along with informal seminars, speakers, and one-on-one learning experiences, the group plans to offer students opportunities they would not be able to receive elsewhere.

"I think what they wouldn't normally reveal elsewhere, they wouldn't be able to come out of it with a degree," Yao said.

"It's the type of program that I think will take advantage of Harvard personalities to reveal things that Penn does for students," Yao said.

"Over in Harvard they're a lot more concerned about the entire undergraduate experience," he said. "Yao speaks highly of Harvard and its willingness to help the University, its prestige, usability and political influence." He continued.

Students will have the chance to network with alumni and University members in different social atmospheres.

Career Planning and Placement Director Doris Dwork, who is also advising the program, said "there will be interactions when people get to mix with the people they've been working with, and other schools, a Red and Blue Day barbecue with Harvard alumni, and informal seminars with the people, and they've had the program for 16 years," Yao said. "I think we've got at least 100 to 150 people going."" Hope.
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"I was able to construe that. We work with me to some extent," he said. "I was able to construe that. We work with me to some extent," he said.
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Panel Reconsiders Smith Tenure
Law School Professor Submits New Writing

By DAVID HEMELMAN
The Berlin Requiem will mark the turn of tonight's concert for the president and provost in Irvine Auditorium.

The concert, which is open to the public for a fee of charge, will be performed by the University Symphony Orchestra and the University Choral Society.

The production was chosen and arranged by Music Department Chairman Eugene Namore, who will also conduct the orchestra during the performance.

"In the past, we've always tried to do music that one can do all the time," he said. "The educational value is that this school is an educational institution and the work can be performed by people who can get anywhere. We do it to do works rarely heard in America.

The Berlin Requiem, last performed in Philadelphia in 1886, is one of the most difficult works of instrumentation which it requires.

Approximately 250 students will be involved in the production of the original work, which calls for four brass choirs, 16 brass drums, an occasional large orchestra and a concert of singers. The number of performers will be reduced by a lack of manpower, the composer's agents said, and the auditions will be held in a house of worship, sound, in three three-choir

Inexpensively and conveniently

New University of Pennsylvania students can enjoy the same discounts received by major corporations.

Fiberboard containers from Eastern Airlines that enable you to ship from campus to home by air and at a surprisingly low cost!!

Simply: 1 Pack the container (up to 250 lbs.)
2 Eastern will pick up at campus
3 Deliver it to your home
4 Bill you later

Special Cocccutter boxes now available at

3729 Locust Walk
Call Eastern Airlines Campus Rep.
Mike Fuchs at (215) 386-7587/492-2390

The campus cost cutters will ship it

Refund Jews at Penn
Friday Night Services
6:30
HRE 2nd Floor Lounge
(Our last service of the semester)

Reform Jews at Penn
Friday Night Services
6:30
HRE 2nd Floor Lounge
(Our last service of the semester)
ATTENTION STUDENTS!

DON'T GET CAUGHT IN THE SEPTEMBER RUSH!

Look for a mailer in July to help you arrange your telephone service needs for next semester. Complete the application when you receive it and return it to us.

That way you will have telephone service waiting for you when you arrive at school in September. Enjoy your summer!
THE BROTHERS OF PHI DELTA THETA FRATERNITY

would like to thank those people who donated to The American Cancer Society and Parent-Child Center during our ping-pong marathon. Special thanks to: The Penn Table Tennis Club, Mr. Robert Glascott, Mitra, Gwen, Chris, and Laura.

APPEARING APRIL 28TH AT RIPLEYS
Available at all Wee Three Record Stores
$6.49 LP
$6.99 on Tape

SUNSHINE BOOKS, LTD.
4005 Locust St.
386-5360

SPECIAL
HARDCOVER
Bargain Books
$1.98 - $3.98

Also
Discount on
N.Y. Times Bestsellers

Times Bestsellers

Bargain Books

Hours - Mon. - Thurs - 9-9
Fri 9-7
Sat - Sun 10-5

SPECIAL AWARDS AND HONOR SOCIETY ELECTEES 1982

All Senior Awards will be presented at Ivy Day, Saturday, May 15th at 3:30 p.m. in Irvine Auditorium. The Ivy Day ceremony for the Class of 1983 will be held today at 12 noon, College Green (Irving in case of rain). Juniors should meet at the Junior Balcony in the Quad at 11 a.m. with hats and cases.

WOMEN'S HONOR AWARDS

Hotel Award: Cheryl Sahar
Harwell Award: Barbara Costello
Goddard Award: Carrie Allen
Brownlow Award: Dean Van Dorp

MEN'S HONOR AWARDS:

The Spade: David Sherman
The Cane: Charles Rich
The Flap: Phil Cuffey

James Howard Weiss Memorial Award: For an outstanding scholastic record, service to the University and demonstrated leadership ability: to MAUREEN ANDERSON and LAVERNE MILLER.

Royal Society of Arts Silver Medal: For contributions to social or educational change within or outside the University community: to JILL SCHONSTEIN '80, DANIEL LANDES '84, and LAURIE BUM '84.

Class of '84 Award: In recognition of well-rounded service to the University in more than one area of campus life - scholarship, athletics, extracurricular activities: to DONALD LEATHERWOOD II.

Alice Paul Awards: For outstanding contributions to the improvement of the status and opportunities for women at the University: to MAUREEN ANDERSON and LAVERNE MILLER.

TRUMAN FOUNDATION SCHOLARSHIP: to LABBY W. (CHIP) HUNTER, Wharton '84.
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Institute of Jewish Learning and Experience
for women: May 23-June 13
for men: June 21-July 4

classes, seminars, lectures, special events, independent study

The "Institute offers something for everyone regardless of prior knowledge, religious commitment, or orientation. The aim of the program is to educate and acquaint - a "smorgasbord" of Jewish ideas

Participants can "live in" to experience a total program is to educate and acquaint - a religious environment regardless of prior knowledge, tuition $150 adjusted according to individual arrangements of study and accommodations.


Courses and seminars include: Think Jewish and Yiddish - individual instruction on your own level at Lubavitch House. 4032 Spruce St.

Ideas in Judaism, e.g. Ethics of the Fathers. That's why we prefer sonic welding. It keeps our cassette structure as true as our unique tape.

Which, on an oyster, is a bad effect sound reproduction. But on a cassette, it's a lightest play after play. Even the tiniest sette to form a single, solid. iiiy weio the two sound ".

precise tape-to head contact. Natural rigidity which scnl production. But on a cassette, it's a lightest play after play. Even the tiniest which, thanks to our unique tape. Which, thanks to our unique tape. Which, thanks to our unique tape. Which, thanks to our unique tape.

memorex in HIGH BIAS II. illy affect sound repro-

Remington estimated that the project would be done similar to Kresge and Ware Smith, Coxe, and Rodney would have been renovated in a manner closer done similar to Kresge and Ware College House.

Plans were also drafted for renovation of Kresge Hall, Associate Development. Broder Remington and Western Remington estimated that the project would cost an estimated $3.9 million. Ware's six houses began in 1977 and Koval also said the project was part of a long-range plan to renovate the entire Quad. Construction in the fall will include repairs and minor renovation of the upper floors. Some of the houses, and slides all contributed to Spanish.

For information, contact: The University at 821-1720, or Callalter Center 1323 Biddle, 212 campus. For information, contact: The University at 821-1720, or Callalter Center 1323 Biddle, 212 campus.

IS,NIA,LIU

DON'T THROW YOUR OLD

Choose a plan for your individual classes, seminars, and events according to individual needs. Always bring your next speaking engagement to Memorex. In HIGH BIAS II, "a perfect normal low hmv. Each has a one piece shell. Which, on an oyster, is a bad effect sound reproduction. But on a cassette, it's a lightest play after play. Even the tiniest.

I Goldberg

for students

902 Chestnut St.

382-2580

Plan Ahead for upcoming
Special issues of
The Daily Pennsylvanian
Graduation/Alumni Weekend
Friday, May 14, 1982
Ad deadline Fri., May 7
Freshmen/Summer Issue
July 1, 1982
Ad deadline Fri., May 7
Welcome Back
Friday, September 3, 1982
Ad deadline Tues., August 31.

Contact the DP Business Office
at 243-6581 for more information.

U. Plans Renovations
For Dorms in Summer

by SIMON LUI

The University had requested the
10% discount with this ad.
OFFER EXPIRES MAY 31st
EXCITING SPANISH SUMMER PROGRAM
June 14-Aug. 11, 1982
Credit Available.
Following the "total immersion method," it is called "language- as a way of living." Throughout the program, work is augmented by a full range of supportive activities, including seminars, language practice, social events, and excursions.

For information, contact: The University at 821-1720, or Callalter Center 1323 Biddle, 212 campus. For information, contact: The University at 821-1720, or Callalter Center 1323 Biddle, 212 campus.

Don't use your hands. It's not too early to register for next year's Spanish summer program. For details on class locations and times, contact us.

For Dorms in Summer

Students and faculty members have been working with many people in the campus to plan for bud-

ing the Quad renovations. Remington said "It was a major request and the project hinged on the up-
Women Strive To Fight Campus Abuse

"We've taken a strong stand against it," University Alpha Tau Omega Brother Martin Stamm last night expressed satisfaction with the fraternity's action. He said he was pleased to note that the fraternity "has begun the process of healing these incidents." Stamm said that the house had met Tuesday night to determine who had thrown the gasoline bomb. He said the alleged leader of the fraternity also had a meeting to discuss the incident. "I think it's been as appropriate response," he said. The incident was handled "in a mature, responsible manner." The Alpha Tau Omega fraternity was reported to be a Final Fraternity by the police, but that was not known, including a group of women walking by, was unwitnessed.

The city police decided not to press charges against the two brothers, but further action by the University authorities may be taken.

"Hey Freckle-Back:

When a good friend borrows your car, the tank may not come back full. But the trunk does.

---

When you get paid back with interest like this, it’s sort of makes you wish he’d borrow more things more often.

Open up a few cold ones and toast a guy who really knows how to return a favor.

Tonight, let it be Löwenbräu.

Löwenbräu. Here’s to good friends.

...and your trunk will be filled with your old Budweiser cans.

---

SAMMY SPEWELL
Alpha Tau Omega fraternity has begun the process of expelling two brothers who admitted to throwing a Molotov cocktail from the fraternity's second-floor back porch Tuesday night that the entire house met late on September. "There are an awful lot of very ugly incidents going on campus," Fager said. "There is an awful lot of very ugly incidents going on between male and female students," she said, adding that abuse occurs "not only among boyfriends and girlfriends but among acquaintances as well."

"Women Strive To Fight Campus Abuse"

"I think it’s been as appropriate response," he said. The incident was handled "in a mature, responsible manner." The Alpha Tau Omega fraternity was reported to be a Final Fraternity by the police, but that was not confirmed, including a group of women walking by, was unwitnessed. The city police decided not to press charges against the two brothers, but further action by the University authorities may be taken.
To Butcher 2, If senior year is the best year in college then Butcher 2 is the best place to spend it.

I couldn’t think of a better way to share this year than with a family like Love, Coop

City Ends Scholarship Program
School Board Cuts Aid Awards

By MARC BEAUCHE
The Board of Education is cutting back the funding for Board of Education scholarships money that was set aside to fund scholarships.

The board is phasing out the funding for the scholarships over the course of four years. The move represents the first step in the elimination of the scholarship program, which now provides funds for 100 students annually from the old school system.

Although the board has not yet made the final decision, the board's decision will likely lift the need for this program.

"I have a few on the first round, and I wouldn't want to go through the hassle," said a source at the board.

School district administrators have previously said that the elimination of the scholarship program is due to budget constraints.

Financial Aid Director William Shilling said the board has been informed that the scholarships will be cut by 20 percent in the current fiscal year and that the board is likely to eliminate them by the end of the year.

"We are moving forward with plans to cut these funds," Shilling said. "We have been told that the scholarships are not required.

The board has said that the scholarships will be funded through the normal state funding, and that they will be used for other programs.

The board also said that the scholarships will be effective for the first round of the budget cuts.

Mays Landing, NJ 08330
Summer Sessions '82

coupon belo*
Israel: Setting the Record Straight

- Israel is a full fledged parliamentary democracy, with extremely high standards of justice and human rights. Any citizen, regardless of race, color or creed may vote or hold political office, including Arabs, Bedouins and Druze.

- Under the Israeli government the Arabs have enjoyed dramatic improvements in health, living, economic and educational conditions.

  Malaria, once rampant, and other diseases have been eradicated and the infant mortality rate among Arabs has been halved.

  Sewage, electricity and other basic necessities have been introduced to areas where they were previously absent.

On April 25, Israel, in an unprecedented action by any modern nation will be returning the final strip of Sinai to a country who has waged war on her four times in the past. In the words of William Safire, The New York Times, April 12, 1982:

The Sinai is double the size of Israel, whose air defense is constricted by lack of airspace; the Sinai's vastness also offered security against another surprise overland attack, and its oil potential offered economic security.

That is all being handed over to the Egyptians, despite therage of Israeli settlers, despite the death of Anwar Sadat, despite the reluctance of his successor to encourage normalization or even to visit Jerusalem. Israel signed a solemn treaty, and its withdrawal — a tangible sacrifice for the promise of peace — will take place. The rest of the world will take it for granted.

It is about time the world recognized Israel's serious efforts for peace and humanity.

We voice our support for the State of Israel.

Concerned students at the University of Pennsylvania
**Sigma Nu Probation May End**

Advisory Board Cites Improvement

Beta Nu Sigma, the Students' Government Advisory Board at the University of Pennsylvania, held a meeting on April 20th to discuss the fraternity's disciplinary status. The board cited several factors, including improvements in the fraternity's record, as reasons for recommending that Sigma Nu be placed on probation for a shorter period. The fraternity had been under probation since last spring for a variety of disciplinary issues, including hazing, drug use, and sexual misconduct.

The board noted that the fraternity had made significant efforts to address these issues, including the implementation of new policies and the appointment of a new advisor. The board also praised the fraternity's recent performance at a series of events, including a successful concert at the annual Penn Relays.

**Good Luck With Your Exams from The Ohara's Gang**

Don't forget......

All daily specials & live entertainment continue through May!

Chili Contest
April 29th
at the Dining Saloon

5th Anniversary Spectacular
May 19th
at the Dining Saloon

Summer Sublet
1 room in a house
4000 Pine St.
Includes bed, kitchen.
Fall option
$50.00 for the summer

**THE 6TH (ALMOST ANNUAL) ALL-STAR REVUE**

At 40th & Chestnut St.

**MAKING YOUR SELECTION BELOW**

**Our Favorite Selections**

- **LOGGING MY LIFE AWAY** by Darrell Rockett
- **ZIP CODE MORNINGS** by Melissa Khan
- **LET'S GET CLASSIFIED** by Shari Waldman
- **KEEPING ON SINGING** by Denise Jordan
- **TOM SWIFT BLUES** by Sherrie Oester
- **5 WORDS OR LESS** by Jessica Henschen
- **ENVELOPE MADNESS** by Jennifer Salazar
- **DOWN IN THE MORGUE** by Andrew Solomon
- **SUPER SHUFFLE** by Mary Henschen
- **ELEVATOR KEY SHUFFLE** by Charles Johnson
- **THE JOURNAL BLUES** by Suzanne Lye
- **THE BILL, CODE HOP** by Rosanne Katz

Album Selection: "THANKS FOR EVERYTHING" featuring the hit tune - "What would we do without you"

**TO THE GRADUATING BOYS & GIRLS**

**CONGRATULATIONS!** It has been a very interesting year! Good luck in the future. Thank you for the memories. Keep in touch!

Lori; Don

* * *

**40th & Chestnut**

EV 2-1492

Happy 20th Birthday, MARC! love, Karen

**For the graduating boys in 1307 HOB**

**CONGRATULATIONS!** It has been a very interesting year! Good luck in the future. Thank you for the memories. Keep in touch!

Lori; Don

* * *

**40th & Chestnut**

EV 2-1492

Happy 20th Birthday, MARC! love, Karen

**For the graduating boys in 1307 HOB**

**CONGRATULATIONS!** It has been a very interesting year! Good luck in the future. Thank you for the memories. Keep in touch!

Lori; Don

* * *

**40th & Chestnut**

EV 2-1492
Students Report Threats, Abuse
Palestinian Supporters Allege Harassment

BY STEFAN FILATOS
and MICHAEL SADICK
A group of students who published an advertisement criticizing Israel policies say they were the victims of repeated incidents of verbal harassment and threats yesterday.

Wharton senior Mohammed Khalid said early this morning that he and two other students were threatened by an unidentified person who claimed to be a member of the Jewish Defense League.

Khalid said he believes yesterday's incidents are related to the death threat made Wednesday night from callers claiming to be from the Palestinian people.

"We were sitting there having cof- fee," Khalid said. "Suddenly this person came out of nowhere yelling and banging his fists." He described the student as "a big muscular guy," and said the student's behavior was normal. "We assumed he was just angry," Khalid added.

The program consists of two parts. The morning will consist of lectures and dental health presentations, the speakers will be "very unim- pressing," the added. "We are offering a very poor oral, low key, personal event," he said.

Khalid said he managed to remain inside Hardee's when police arrived. Khalid said the of- fender appeared down a corridor before police arrived. Khalid said the of- fender appeared normal. "We assumed he was normal," Khalid added.

Khalid also said he and several others encountered harassment on Locust Walk yesterday by an unidentified group of photographers. "There were two people following us around campus," he added.

College sophomore Ric Fouad, one of the three students who said they heard the death threat, said "I believe we'll be the largest school in the country to have this type of program." He added that the program would be particularly suited for University students. "People can come in the entire school is cooperating in the program," Michelos said. "It's a school-wide thing. The administration and faculty have committed to make it as smooth as possible and to educate students about it." Michelos said he hopes the series of lectures will be of interest to the general public. "We are trying to attract a larger public as well as community and dental students," he added.

The event will occur during the an- nual West Philadelphia (City) Walk," and we will include with other planned programs for the day, "so that people who are here as a result of the walk will be well-informed and that they will be aware of all the events we have here," Michelos said. "If we can attract people who would not ordinarily visit a dentist to come, then I think it's a success."
CASH
FOR YOUR BOOKS!

Buy Back means money for you.

April 29 - May 1
May 3 - May 6
10:00 AM - 5:00 PM

Enter at Text Dept. Entrance on 38th Street.

You can’t afford not to.

Seniors:
Why wait in line?
We’ve extended
Buy Back for you

May 10 - 14,
from 10:00 - 5:00

3729 Locust Walk
(215) 243-7595

THE BOOK STORE
University of Pennsylvania
Championship of America Relays

*Chats, Vols, Hoyas, Will Pay For Top Spots*

The race for the title in the 1983 edition of the Championship of America Relays will be between the University of Maryland, Baltimore County and the University of Pennsylvania, with the field rounded out by Villanova, Princeton, and Villanova.

The meet will be held on Saturday, April 27, at 1:30 p.m. at the University of Maryland, Baltimore County.

**Perkins Captures 10,000 Meters**

**Runs By Dillon, Lindsay For Third Relays Title**

Joanne Perkins captured the 10,000 meters at the Third Relays title for the third time in her career, finishing with a time of 34:28.40.

**By DAVE SILVER**

The college track season is at its peak as the championship meets reach their peak.

**Section II – SPORTS**
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**Chadillac**

The Right One

**Penn Relays**

**The 88th Penn Relays**

**By RON LEISER**

The first era of New York Relays had covered over 21 relay teams from the East Coast in track and field.

The American record holder for the 110-meter hurdles is the Ray Relays team from New York City. In 1977, the Ray Relays team had a time of 10.96.

**By HARRY KLEIN**

The first era of New York Relays had covered over 21 relay teams from the East Coast in track and field.

The American record holder for the 110-meter hurdles is the Ray Relays team from New York City. In 1977, the Ray Relays team had a time of 10.96.

**By ROBERT STEIN**

The first era of New York Relays had covered over 21 relay teams from the East Coast in track and field.

The American record holder for the 110-meter hurdles is the Ray Relays team from New York City. In 1977, the Ray Relays team had a time of 10.96.

**By JAMES B. ROBERTS**

The first era of New York Relays had covered over 21 relay teams from the East Coast in track and field.

The American record holder for the 110-meter hurdles is the Ray Relays team from New York City. In 1977, the Ray Relays team had a time of 10.96.

**By DAVE SILVER**

The college track season is at its peak as the championship meets reach their peak.

**By HARRY KLEIN**

The first era of New York Relays had covered over 21 relay teams from the East Coast in track and field.

The American record holder for the 110-meter hurdles is the Ray Relays team from New York City. In 1977, the Ray Relays team had a time of 10.96.

**By ROBERT STEIN**

The first era of New York Relays had covered over 21 relay teams from the East Coast in track and field.

The American record holder for the 110-meter hurdles is the Ray Relays team from New York City. In 1977, the Ray Relays team had a time of 10.96.
Plan Ahead for upcoming Special issues of The Daily Pennsylvanian

Graduation/Alumni Weekend
Friday, May 14, 1982
Ad deadline Fri., May 7

Freshmen/Summer Issue
July 1, 1982
Ad deadline Fri., May 7

Welcome Back
Friday, September 3, 1982
Ad deadline Tues., August 31.

Contact the DP Business Office at 243-6581 for more information.

---

Dale Nash

All three Pennsylvania crews will take to the water this weekend with something to prove. They all face serious challenges and they are all instances that prove this weekend will be important.

"The men's heavyweight eight-rowed crew..." is a strong team..." will be competing two rows in a row. That may help us because we have some experience under those conditions," Dale Nash, Columbia's heavyweight eight-seat coach, said. "We're very encouraged and we're very happy as underdogs and we should be a pretty tough second place to Yale in the Delta Cup. We'll be looking strong against Princeton in Jersey. The lightweight eight-seat rowing crew will be competing for the World-Hammond Cup..."

The lightweight eight-seat rowing crew, coming off a tough second place to Yale in the Delta Cup, will be looking strong against Princeton in Jersey. The lightweight eight-seat rowing crew will be competing for the World-Hammond Cup. It's a good challenge," Nash explained. "We've been working very well, we've been winning and I'm definitely looking forward to it. I'm looking forward to another strong showing from our top four this time."

---

INTERESTED IN HAVING A WEEKEND OF FUN, FOOD & FRIENDS

WHY NOT STAY AT PENN AND HELP KITE & KEY DURING ALUMNI WEEKEND & COMMENCEMENT?

In still not too late to sign up!

If you're interested contact Wendy Silverman 1611 HRN
Through Intramural Mail or put a note for me in The Kite & Key Office - 1st floor Houston Hall

---

The Jedi Look
Soft Body Waves
Root Perm
Remember Just Shale it and Let It Fall Naturally into Place

---

UNISEX HAIRCUTTING STUDIO
307-2732
1518 Walnut St

---
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Questions Still Remain As Year Comes To A Close

Having come into Jin on the selection of the new basketball coach, Moll/nun getting the job and some talk actually went week at the Penn Basketball Banquet I joked about Red Sports to club Line Against Big Green Laxwomen Put Streak On Junior sherry Marcanloniu, who tallied his three goals and those hits on Monday, will join the rest of the Penn laxwomen as they face Dart-...
Mobil Grand Prix

Women Will Give It Run For The Money

By KAREN WOODHOUSE

For most comment, the Mobil Grand Prix represents a high level of amateurism, a lack of star power, and a relatively low level of spectator interest. But this year's event promises to be different. With the Fields Ledger's prediction of a record field in the distance medley in that distance tonight, it is expected that a good time will be had by all.

Barone said, "The field is so good, I'm not expecting to win tonight. I'll be running in the 4x800 and I hope to do well." The event, which will begin at 7:00, will be preceded by the best American women's distance relay, which will take place at 6:30.

Barone added, "I'd be pleased if I could run 14:00, but I'm not sure I can." The event will be followed by the women's 4x400 Relay, which will be run at 8:00.

Thincland

"I'm not sure if I can run 14:00," Barone said. "The field is so good, I'm not expecting to win tonight. I'll be running in the 4x800 and I hope to do well." Barone added, "I'd be pleased if I could run 14:00, but I'm not sure I can." The event will be followed by the women's 4x400 Relay, which will be run at 8:00.

Championship of America

For the first time in history, the Mobil Grand Prix will feature a women's 4x400 Relay. The event, which will begin at 7:00, will be preceded by the best American women's distance relay, which will take place at 6:30.

Barone said, "The field is so good, I'm not expecting to win tonight. I'll be running in the 4x800 and I hope to do well." The event, which will begin at 7:00, will be preceded by the best American women's distance relay, which will take place at 6:30.

Barone added, "I'd be pleased if I could run 14:00, but I'm not sure I can." The event will be followed by the women's 4x400 Relay, which will be run at 8:00.

Thincland

"I'm not sure if I can run 14:00," Barone said. "The field is so good, I'm not expecting to win tonight. I'll be running in the 4x800 and I hope to do well." Barone added, "I'd be pleased if I could run 14:00, but I'm not sure I can." The event will be followed by the women's 4x400 Relay, which will be run at 8:00.
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For the first time in history, the Mobil Grand Prix will feature a women's 4x400 Relay. The event, which will begin at 7:00, will be preceded by the best American women's distance relay, which will take place at 6:30.

Barone said, "The field is so good, I'm not expecting to win tonight. I'll be running in the 4x800 and I hope to do well." The event, which will begin at 7:00, will be preceded by the best American women's distance relay, which will take place at 6:30.

Barone added, "I'd be pleased if I could run 14:00, but I'm not sure I can." The event will be followed by the women's 4x400 Relay, which will be run at 8:00.
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Championship of America

For the first time in history, the Mobil Grand Prix will feature a women's 4x400 Relay. The event, which will begin at 7:00, will be preceded by the best American women's distance relay, which will take place at 6:30.

Barone said, "The field is so good, I'm not expecting to win tonight. I'll be running in the 4x800 and I hope to do well." The event, which will begin at 7:00, will be preceded by the best American women's distance relay, which will take place at 6:30.

Barone added, "I'd be pleased if I could run 14:00, but I'm not sure I can." The event will be followed by the women's 4x400 Relay, which will be run at 8:00.

Thincland

"I'm not sure if I can run 14:00," Barone said. "The field is so good, I'm not expecting to win tonight. I'll be running in the 4x800 and I hope to do well." Barone added, "I'd be pleased if I could run 14:00, but I'm not sure I can." The event will be followed by the women's 4x400 Relay, which will be run at 8:00.

Championship of America

For the first time in history, the Mobil Grand Prix will feature a women's 4x400 Relay. The event, which will begin at 7:00, will be preceded by the best American women's distance relay, which will take place at 6:30.

Barone said, "The field is so good, I'm not expecting to win tonight. I'll be running in the 4x800 and I hope to do well." The event, which will begin at 7:00, will be preceded by the best American women's distance relay, which will take place at 6:30.

Barone added, "I'd be pleased if I could run 14:00, but I'm not sure I can." The event will be followed by the women's 4x400 Relay, which will be run at 8:00.
SUPPORT NATIONAL PLAID DAY, MAY 21, 1982...

...OR I'LL BLOW YOUR LIPS OFF.

DEAD MEN DON'T WEAR PLAID

MAY 21, 1982
NATIONAL PLAID DAY
BE PLAID AND BE GLAD!!

Watch for the Plaid Party at your campus!

Plaid Party At Smokey Joe's
Sunday Night April 25 From 9 PM - 2 AM
2-1 Plaid Apple Bombs
Live D.J.
WALNUT AT 40th
Looking for a dentist? Try this exciting new concept in quality dental care.

Independent Family Dentists is a referral service for people looking for good dental care. We have developed a unique quality care evaluation system that we have applied to selected dental offices in and around the Philadelphia area. Those dentists who have met our high standards can be reached through a single phone number.

Call: 732-8888 and we can put you in touch with the Independent Family Dentist nearest you. There is no charge or obligation for this referral service.

Smoky Joe’s Celebrates Hey Day Friday
With
Seven Happy Hours (12 PM to 7 PM)
of
2 - 1 BUD
Wear Your Hat And Carry Your Cane
For Smoky’s Special
Walnut At 40th
Netwomen Head To Yale
For Ivy League Tourney

By MARC ASHLEY
The Pennsylvania women's team has a chance to cap an up and down season with a successful showing at the Ivy League Championships this weekend at Yale.

Actually, the netwomen have performed surprisingly well this season, considering the complications created by freshmen and sophomores—the lack of experience was expected to damage the team's chances for a winning campaign. In addition, the team's captain and leader, Karen Nyman, has been limited by an injury this season due to an ankle injury. However, the rest of the team, particularly Nyman's singles partner, Simonc Lapidus, have responded quite capably in picking up the slack.

During the fall season Dartmouth, a win expressed by various sources described from the disappointment of unexpected loss to Brown the week before. The Brown team was expected to damage the team's desirable lineup, particularly Nyman's singles leader, Karen Nyman, has been particularly New to the team's acquired attributes, Schafer added. "I veryone has gained 1 lot of ex experience..."

"Next semester we hope to have a mold of Pot Hof in the finishing tone are added... so the concoction is almost complete. With the finishing touches are added... Miller's reputation are evident..."
The bloody part of the Armenian Genocide ended in 1923 after the massacre of over 1.5 million Armenians when Mustapha Kemal Atatürk’s forces brutally drove out the Armenians who had returned to their native lands after WWI. The Genocide continues in more subtle ways. Armenians, now dispersed all over the world are being deprived of their traditional culture, thus slowly eliminating the vestiges of the Armenian nation. Historical Armenian monuments, now in Turkish possession are subjected to deliberate neglect if not destruction. Armenians world wide commemorate this human, spiritual, and cultural Genocide on April 24.

Thus, we the descendants of the survivors of the Genocide demand that the Turkish government admit to the realities of the Genocide and accept the territorial integrity of the Armenian nation as recognized by countries of the world in the Treaty of Sevres (1920).

University of Pennsylvania Armenian Club